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Location, Endowment and Population
II.1 Colonial Administration and Regional Political Economy

I.1 Location

Zambia is a landlocked country in
Southern-Central Africa. The country is
located upon a high plateau and
Savannah is the main ecosystem covering
the centre of the country. In the
northwest of the country lies a rainforest
and the southwest is constituted by a
semidesert. Its total surface area is 1 240
192 km2 (UNEP).
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I.2 Agro-ecological Zones

There are three agro-ecological zones in
Zambia. Rainfall is the dominant
distinguishing climatic factor. Zone I used to
be considered as the breadbasket of the
country but it has recently experienced
disrupted and low rainfall. Zone II has the
highest agricultural potential, with relatively
fertile soils. Zone III has the highest levels of
rainfall, which resulted in the soils becoming
leached (World Bank). See figure to the
right for the distribution of rainfall.
I.3 Mineral Endowment

WW1 a critical juncture - following White-Settler opposition to the 1920 tax levy and
the African Watchtower movement, BSAC handed over to the British Government
in 1924. White-minority rule established and policy of indirect rule through chiefs in the
rural areas continued. (Britannica) BSAC withdrawal led to dilemma as the regional
political economy was dominated by South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, and drove
inability to protect agrarian and mercantile capital from BSAC customs and railway rate
policies. (Datta, 1988) Post-WW2 Labour government fuelled African trade unions in
colonies, which pushed creation of the ‘Northern Rhodesian Congress’ for African
democratic representation (although no body powers). (Britnannica) 10-year
development plan in 1945 to meet metropolitan needs, forced to amend by
pressure from agrarian capital fearing competition – leaving subsistence farmers reliant
upon capitalist production. Attempts to preserve social order by deployment
of developmental funding in three areas providing majority of reserve labour. (Datta,
1988) Between 1953-1963 Northern Rhodesia included in the Central African
Federation, exacerbating it predicament of existing within the sphere of South African
political-economic domination, but failed because of policies of favouritism. (Cooper,
2002)

III.1 Economic Activity and the Maize Industry in Zambia
Zambia’s economic activities are centered around the central area of the country,
particularly around the cities of Lusaka, Ndola, Kitwe, and Mufulira (CIA, 2020).
While copper is its leading export, there has been a call for diversifying the
market (Chikalipah, 2019, p. 1) since the growing economy started to slow in
2014 due to falling copper prices, depreciation of the Kwacha, and its large
amount of debt (CIA, 2020). In the agricultural sector, Maize dominates as the
leading export which accounts for 60% of its total planted area (Mulungu &
Ng’ombe, 2017, p. 3) and with almost 55% of the population working in the
sector (CIA, 2020). Following independence, the Zambian government created
the Maize industry as a way to increase economic modernization into rural
Zambia (Sitko, 2007, p. 1). In the mid 1970s, when copper prices collapsed, the
government explored small scale farming and to promote neoliberal policies,
promoted a privatized maize economy. Today, the industry includes a highly
competitive array of multinational, regional, and local maize seed companies
(Sitko, 2007, p. 3). Zambia's political divide, see IV.2, is largely due to the
differences between the Cooper Belt and agricultural provinces.

II.2 Mining and Labour Reserve
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Zambia has a strong copper endowment and is the second largest producer of
copper in Africa (Chikalipah, 2019). It has played a major role in the country’s
economy since the 1920s, and the Copperbelt province has been the second
destination for rural migrants.
I.4 Population
Zambia experienced rapid population
growth, as it increased from 3 071 000Add text
in 1960 to 17 352 000 in 2018. It is the
third most highly urbanized country in
Sub-Saharan Africa, and experienced
high levels of rural-urban migration,
Lusaka (the capital city) and the copper
belt being the main destinations of
rural migration (UNEP). The figure to
the right maps out the geographic
population distribution of the country,
which reflects agro-ecological zones as
well as mineral endowment.
Population Distribution
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Early mineral economy initially focused on extraction of gold, coal, and copper – but by 1930 huge copper
deposits identified under Kafue – led to economic centralisation on Copperbelt drawing foreign capital
investment. Colonial economy tied to the booms (1916, 1935, 1950s) and busts (1931, 1956) in the major
copper mines (Katanga, Bwana Mkubwa, Broken Hill) – also acted as vehicle for labour organisation / political
change due to sheer power of strike action. BSAC still held major influence claiming royalties on mineral rights,
before British Government taxes levied on remaining profits. Colonial Economy reliant upon ‘labour reserves’ to
provide oscillating labour to mines, this allowed companies to avoid investment in social provisions for miners
families. Strikes eventually lead to better working rights, and move towards ‘stabilised labour’.
(Amin) (Britannica)

II.3: Land Divide and Agriculture

In an agricultural capacity Northern Rhodesia
was deemed to have a limited spread of good
agricultural soils – which were mainly found
in the fertile tracts of the Kafue basin of the
Central and Southern provinces, these
therefore became the focus of White Settler
agriculture with over 15 land grants made to
farmers by 1914. These European settlers
pioneered agricultural production for market
and became the impetus for government
agricultural services. Maize stood as the most
prominent agricultural production - making
up 60% of the agricultural share – this found
stronger markets than cotton or tobacco
(constrained by disease and BSAC export
tariffs) as the maize industry capitalised of
the domestic markets in the urbanised
Copperbelt and nearby Katanga province in Colonial Agricultural
Land Use Map and Market
Belgian-Congo. (Makings, 1966)
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IV.1 Mapping Poverty in
Zambia
Poverty and low economic progress
in many African countries can often
be linked to social divisions, often
along ethnic lines (Banerjee et al.,
2005) however, Gisselquist et al.
(2016) have shown that this is not
the case in Zambia. The map shows
that regions in the centre of Zambia
are the least impoverished. These
regions coincide with areas with
large
proportions
of
urban
residents, as well as regions with
more economic activity. According
to the World Bank (2012), poverty
in Zambia is a rural phenomenon
and is exacerbated by the under
provision of public services. The
Zambian government can therefore
directly
engage
in
poverty
reduction
through
policy
that
increases the access to public
services in rural areas. They have
an easier job than many other
African governments, as they do
not have to tackle divisions due to
ethnicity in the process.

Source:
Zambia
Poverty
Assessment (World Bank, 2012)

IV.2 Becoming Politically Stable

Maize Production in Zambia
Economic Map of Zambia:
Map of % of Maize by district
GDP per square kilometer, data
from 2009. (Yale University, 2009) from 2017-2018
(USDA, 2018)
III.2 The Copper Industry and its Resource Curse
In Zambia, Copper makes up 74% of exports (OEC, n.d.) and is the second largest
producer of copper in Africa (Chikalipah, 2019, p. 1). Zambia’s first mine was
opened in the 1920s, and has depended on copper exports since (Chikalipah, 2019,
p. 3). Between 1964 and 1975, Zambia experienced major economic growth in the
industrial sector with copper rising 260% (Berry, 1993, p. 55). Zambia initially did
not accept SAPS and created unsuccessful domestic policies that overvalued
exchange rates, had low export prices, poor investments, and too much
government intervention. It finally entered the auction in 1985 (Loxley, 1990, p. 3)
due to poor economic growth and the falling price of copper in the world market.
In the 1990s, the over-dependence on copper almost brought the economy to a
collapse but was picked back up in the 2000s with the copper commodity boom.
These funds were mostly received from Chinese companies, which poses a risk to
the effectiveness of local environmental, social and fiscal regulation (Haglund,
2008, p. 2). While there does exist a relationship between movements in copper
prices and economic growth in Zambia, it has not proven to alleviate poverty
(Chikalipah, 2019, p. 4).

Zambia has earned a reputation for political stability as it has avoided
post-colonial civil unrest that has characterised other African countries
(BBC, 2018). However, political stability in the form of democracy has
not always been the case. In the early 1970s, the government started
borrowing heavily from global powers and during this time, the
government became increasingly authoritarian under Kaunda
(Britannica, n.d.). Political pluralism was re-established in December
1990 by the National Assembly, putting an end to the ‘de jure one-party
state’ (Burnell, 2001). Herbst (2000) emphasizes that Zambia’s
geography is neither favourable nor unfavourable for the consolidation
of power, hence why Zambia’s multiparty system has been successful in
recent years and Zambia has avoided civil conflict. There are few power
struggles between regions and the main geographical or spatial conflict
in this case is the government’s interest in reaping the benefits that
Zambia’s copper sector has to offer. This has remained a priority since
independence, when the copper and mineral sector was nationalized
(DiJohn, 2010).
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